
PRICING 
Sonder Effect Films 

 

Love Stories: 

These are perfect for anniversaries, save the dates, vow renewals, elopements or just an evening of shooting 

together! They are typically 2 - 3 minutes long highlighting our evening of exploring and hanging out together 

shooting. It’s a perfect way to have something to look back on to remember exactly how your relationship was at 

that time. How you laughed with each other, how you held each other, and who you are as a couple. 

Starting at $800 

 

WEDDING COLLECTIONS: 

I offer a variety of wedding highlight films to fit any wedding with different amounts of coverage. These highlight 

films vary in length depending on what amount of coverage you choose.  

 

JUNE & JOHN PACKAGE- 

Simple yet sweet. Perfect for small intimate weddings. Includes 5 hours 

 of shooting with an edited 4-5 minute wedding film, 40 second preview 

 film, and all original footage.  

$1,500 

 

GOLDIE & KURT PACKAGE- 

Detailed and memorable. Includes 8 hours of shooting with an edited 

 5-6 minute wedding film, 1 minute preview film, and all original footage. 

$1,900 

  

STEVIE & LINDSEY PACKAGE- 

Will pull at your heart strings. Includes 10 hours of shooting with an 

 edited 7-8 minute wedding film, 2 minute preview film, and all original 

 footage.  

$2,300 

 

 

ADD-ON: 

Engagement film- 

I tag along with you (secretly) and capture this once in a lifetime moment.  

All the tears and laughs that go with it too. 1-2 minute film. 

$300 

 

First look film- 

This is if I’m not with you on your wedding day and you just want to go up 

 to the mountains a day or two before your wedding to capture your first look of you two 

 looking so damn dapper. 1-2 minute film. 

$350 



 

Wedding Weekend- 

If you want me to stick around the entire weekend (which I highly recommend to be 

 able to create a longer film and really tell YOUR story). This will add 2-3 minutes more onto 

 your wedding film. 

$800 

 

Travel 

TRAVEL PRICES VARY FROM IN STATE, NATIONWIDE AND INTERNATIONAL. EVERY WEDDING 

AND DESTINATION IS DIFFERENT, SO I REQUIRE AIRFARE FOR ONE, STAY, AND 

TRANSPORTATION TO BE COVERED. IF YOU WANT ME TO COME TO YOU OR IF YOU WANT TO 

TAKE A TRIP TOGETHER, I’M DOWN. 

 

  

 

 

 

 


